Gold Wing Road Riders
Texas District
Competition Guidelines

The “Not So” Newly Wed Game

Object of the game:

The object of the game is to score points by matching answers and determine how well married couples actually know each other. **This game is open to anyone that wants to participate!!**

Rules:

1. Each entry will consist of a husband and wife team that participate with a Texas Chapter of GWRRA.

2. Before the start of each game, the couple will predict what their final score will be. This information will be used if the game ends in a tie.

3. Each couple tries to collect the most points. The team with the most points after 2 games wins the game!

4. Each Chapter couple that participates will earn 2 points towards the Chapter Participation Award. As many couples from each Chapter that would like to participate may but cannot earn any additional points for their participation. **The couple winning the game that they participate in will be awarded an additional 1 point that will be counted towards the Chapter Participation Award.**

For the first round, the wives will be taken off the stage while the husbands are asked three questions. The wives are then brought back on stage and asked for their answers to the same three questions. Once the wife gives her answer, the husband reveals the answer that he previously gave, which was written on a sheet of paper. A match for each question is worth 5 points for the couple for a possible total of 15 points.

Next, the roles are reversed, and the husbands are taken off the stage and the wives are asked three questions before the husbands are brought back on stage to give their answers. The first two questions in this round are worth 10 points each, and the final question is worth 25 points; Stevie V calls this the “25-point bonus question.” The maximum possible score for any couple is 60 points. The couple with the highest score at the end of the second round is the winner.
In the event of a tie for first place, the tied couples will reveal the card showing their predicted score. The couple that has the closest guess, and without going over their actual total, will win. If all the tied couples went over, the couple who had the closest guess wins.

“LET’S HAVE SOME FUN”